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Abstract. In the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras A over a field,
it is important to study torsion pairs in the category of finite dimensional A-modules.
Baumann–Kamnitzer–Tingley introduced a nice subclass called numerical torsion pairs,
which is associated to each element of the Grothendieck group K0 (proj A) of the category
of finitely generated projective A-modules, and all functorially finite torsion pairs are realized by numerical torsion pairs. To investigate numerical torsion pairs, we use canonical
decompositions of elements in K0 (proj A) introduced by Derksen–Fei. We explain some
of our results on the relationship between numerical torsion pairs and canonical decompositions.

1. Motivation
The representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras A over an algebraically closed
field K investigates the finite-dimensional modules over A. One of the important problems
is to get information on nice subcategories of the category mod A of finite-dimensional
A-modules.
A full subcategory T ⊂ mod A is called a torsion class if it is closed under taking
quotients and extensions of modules in mod A. It is very diﬃcult to classify all torsion
classes, but the subclass called functorially finite torsion classes are well-studied by many
authors including [1, 3, 7]. Here, we say that a torsion class T ⊂ mod A is functorially
finite if there exists M ∈ mod A such that
T = Fac M := {X ∈ mod A | there exists a surjection M ⊕s → X}.
These torsion classes have many nice properties. On the other hand, they are very
few among the all torsion classes in general. To study more torsion classes, we deal
with numerical torsion classes Tθ , T θ associated to each element θ of the Grothendieck
group K0 (proj A) of the category of finitely generated projective A-modules. They were
introduced by Baumann–Kamnitzer–Tingley [4] (cf. [11]) defined via the Euler form and
stability conditions.
For
study of numerical torsion classes, we can use the canonical decomposition
⊕the
m
θ = i=1 θi for each element θ ∈ K0 (mod A) introduced by Derksen–Fei [8], which comes
from decompositions of 2-term complexes in the homotopy category Kb (proj A) into indecomposable direct summands.
We state some of our results on the relationship between numerical torsion classes and
canonical decompositions.
The detailed version of this paper will be submitted for publication elsewhere.

2. Setting
In this proceeding, we assume that K is an algebraically closed field and A is a finitedimenisonal algebra over K. We write proj A for the category of finitely generated projective A-modules, P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn denote the non-isomorphic indecomposable projective Amodules, and Kb (proj A) means the homotopy category of bounded complexes over proj A.
Similarly, we set mod A for the category of finite-dimensional A-modules, S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn
denote the non-isomorphic simple A-modules, and Db (mod A) means the derived category
of bounded complexes over mod A. We may assume that there exists a surjection Pi → Si
for each i. The Grothendieck group of any exact or triangulated category C is denoted by
K0 (C) as usual. We also consider the real Grothendieck group K0 (C)R := K0 (C) ⊗Z R.
We recall some basic properties on the Grothendieck groups.
Proposition 1. [10] The following statements hold.
(1) The Grothendieck groups K0 (proj A) and K0 (Kb (proj A)) have [P1 ], [P2 ], . . . , [Pn ] as
a Z-basis.
(2) The Grothendieck groups K0 (mod A) and K0 (Db (mod A)) have [S1 ], [S2 ], . . . , [Sn ]
as a Z-basis.
(3) For any i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we have ⟨[Pi ], [Sj ]⟩ = δi,j , where ⟨!, ?⟩ : K0 (proj A) ×
K0 (mod A) → Z is the Euler form.
Via the Euler form, each element θ ∈ K0 (proj A)R induces the R-linear form θ :=
⟨θ, ?⟩ : K0 (mod A)R → R.
3. Numerical torsion pairs
We give the definition of numerical torsion pairs.
Definition 2. [4, Subsection 3.1](cf. [11, Definition 1.1]) Let θ ∈ K0 (proj A)R . We define
numerical torsion pairs (T θ , Fθ ) and (Tθ , F θ ) by
T θ := {M ∈ mod A | θ(N ) ≥ 0 for any quotient module N of M },
Fθ := {M ∈ mod A | θ(L) < 0 for any submodule L ̸= 0 of M },
Tθ := {M ∈ mod A | θ(N ) > 0 for any quotient module N ̸= 0 of M },
F θ := {M ∈ mod A | θ(L) ≤ 0 for any submodule L of M }.
By using these, we can define an equivalence relation on K0 (proj A)R .
Definition 3. Let θ, θ′ ∈ K0 (proj A)R . We say that θ and θ′ are TF equivalent if
(T θ , Fθ ) = (T θ′ , Fθ′ ) and (Tθ , F θ ) = (Tθ′ , F θ′ ).
We show an example.
Example 4. Let A = K(1 → 2). Then, the indecomposable A-modules are S2 P1 S1 .
We can describe torsion(-free) classes by substituting each module in this diagram by •
(belongs) or ◦ (does not belong). Under this notation, T θ and F θ are given as follows.

𝑃2

− 𝑃1

𝑃2

𝑃1

− 𝑃1

𝑃1

− 𝑃2

− 𝑃2

Therefore, K0 (proj A)R has exactly eleven TF equivalence classes.
𝑃2

− 𝑃1

𝑃1

− 𝑃2

4. Canonical decompositions
In this section, we deal with canonical decompositions in the Grothendieck group
K0 (proj A). We first recall the definition of presentation spaces.
Definition 5. [8, Definition 1.1] Let θ ∈ K0 (proj A).
(1) Take P+ , P− ∈ proj A (unique up to isomorphisms) such that θ = [P+ ] − [P− ] and
add P+ ∩ add P− = {0}.
(2) We define the presentation space of θ by Hom(θ) = HomA (P− , P+ ).
f

(3) For each f ∈ Hom(θ), we set a 2-term complex Pf := (P− −
→ P+ ) ∈ Kb (proj A)
whose terms except −1st and 0th ones vanish.
Since the presentation space of θ is a K-vector space, it is an aﬃne variety with the
Zariski topology.
Then, we can define direct sums in K0 (proj A).
⊕
Definition 6. [8, Section 4]∑Let θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm ∈ K0 (proj A). We write m
0 (proj A)
i=1 θi in
⊕K
m
m
∼
if any general f ∈ Hom( i=1 θi ) admits
Hom(θi ) such that Pf =
i=1 Pfi in
∑ fi ∈ ⊕
m
Kb (proj A). In this case, we also write m
θ
=
θ
.
i=1 i
i=1 i
We have the following useful criterion.
Proposition
7. [8, Corollary 4.2, Theorem 4.4] Let θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm ∈ K0 (proj A). Then,
⊕m
θ
is
equivalent
to that, for each i ̸= j, there exist (f, f ′ ) ∈ Hom(θi ) × Hom(θj ) such
i=1 i

that
HomKb (proj A) (Pf , Pf ′ [1]) = 0,

HomKb (proj A) (Pf ′ , Pf [1]) = 0.

We also define indecomposable elements in K0 (proj A).
Definition 8. Let θ ∈ K0 (proj A). We say that θ is indecomposable in K0 (proj A) if, for
any general Hom(θ), the complex Pf ∈ Kb (proj A) is indecomposable.
Now, we can define canonical decompositions.
Theorem
⊕m 9. [12, Theorem 2.7] Let θ ∈ K0 (proj A). Then, θ admits a decomposition
θ = i=1 θi such that each θi is indecomposable in K0 (proj A). It is up to reordering, and
we call it the canonical decomposition of θ.
5. Silting theory
In this section, we recall some basic facts in silting theory.
Definition 10. Let U ∈ Kb (proj A) be a 2-term complex. Then, we say that U is 2-term
presilting if HomKb (proj A) (U, U [1]) = 0.
2-term presilting complexes have strong relationship with canonical decompositions.
⊕
Proposition 11. [12, Lemma 2.16][7, Theorem 6.5] Let U = m
i=1 Ui be a 2-term presilting complex in Kb (proj A) with Ui indecomposable.
(1) Any general f ∈ Hom([U ]) satisfies Pf ∼
= U in Kb (proj A). ⊕
(2) The canonical decomposition of [U ] in K0 (proj A) is [U ] = m
i=1 [Ui ].
We next consider the relationship between 2-term presilting complexes and TF equivalence classes. From each 2-term presilting complex, we can define torsion pairs. Let U
be a 2-term presilting complex in Kb (proj A). We set
(T U , FU ) := (⊥ H −1 (νU ), Sub H −1 (νU )),

(TU , F U ) := (Fac H 0 (U ), H 0 (U )⊥ ).

Then, we have TU ⊂ T U and FU ⊂ F U .
Theorem 12. [14, 3, 1] Let U be a 2-term presilting complex in Kb (proj A).
(1) The torsion pairs (T U , FU ), (TU , F U ) are functorially finite torsion pairs.
(2) All functorially finite torsion(-free) classes are obtained in the way of (1).
The following result claims that each 2-term presilting complex gives a TF equivalence
class.
Theorem
13. [15, Proposition 3.3][5, Proposition 3.27][2, Proposition 3.11] Let U =
⊕m
complex in Kb (proj A) with Ui indecomposable, and η ∈
i=1 Ui be a 2-term presilting
∑m
K0 (proj A)R . Then, η ∈ i=1 R>0 [Ui ] is equivalent to T η = T U and F η = F U . In this
∩
∩m
case, T η = m
i=1 T Ui and F η =
i=1 F Ui hold.

6. Main results
Motivated by Theorem 13, we proved the following result in the discussion with Laurent
Demonet when we were in Nagoya University.
⊕
∑
Theorem 14. Let θ = m
θi in K0 (proj A) and η ∈ m
i=1
i=1 R>0 θi . Then, we have T η =
∩m
∩m
i=1 T θi and F η =
i=1 F θi . Thus, for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, we get Tθi ⊂ Tη ⊂ T η ⊂ T θi
and Fθi ⊂ Fη ⊂ F η ⊂ F θi .
In particular, we can recover the sign-coherence of direct summands of elements in
K0 (proj A).
∑n
′
′
Proposition
15.
[12,
Lemma
2.10]
Let
θ
⊕
θ
in
K
(proj
A),
θ
=
0
i=1 ai [Pi ] and θ =
∑n ′
′
i=1 ai [Pi ]. Then, ai ai ≥ 0 for each i.
⊕m
By
Theorem
14,
if
θ
=
i=1 θi is a canonical decomposition in K0 (proj A), then
∑m
i=1 R>0 θi is contained in some TF equivalence class. We do not know whether it is
always a TF equivalence class. However, we have the following suﬃcient condition.
Theorem 16. Assume that one of the following conditions hold:
(a) A is a hereditary algebra; or
(b) θ ⊕ θ holds in K0 (proj A) for any θ ∈ K0 (proj A).
∑m
⊕m
If θ =
i=1 R>0 θi is a TF
i=1 θi is a canonical decomposition in K0 (proj A), then
equivalence class in K0 (proj A)R .
We end this proceeding by explaining the condition (b). If the algebra A satisfies (b),
we say that A is E-tame. Though it is not easy to check whether the condition (b) holds
for a given algebra, Geiss–Labardini-Fragoso–Schröer [9, Theorem 3.2] showed that every
representation-finite or tame algebra is E-tame. This depends on the strong results of [6]
on 1-parameter families of modules over representation-tame algebras. See also [13].
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